
5.1 Early Childhood (EC)

I. Program Overview

Early Childhood is a self-contained setting designed to serve children ages three to five
with significant delays in one or more of the following functional areas: cognitive,
language and communication, adaptive behavior, social-emotional, and motor. The
delay(s) adversely affects the child’s daily living and development of age-appropriate
skills.

Students who qualify for EC are eligible to receive services beginning on their third
birthday, regardless of when it falls within the school year. An IEP should be developed
prior to the end of the school year for students who turn three years old over the summer.
Students that qualify for other community-based early childhood programs, such as Head
Start or Pre-K (for 4-year olds), may receive their special education services within that
less restrictive setting if the IEP Team determines that is the most appropriate setting.

II. Instructional Focus and Specialized Materials

Instruction in an Early Childhood classroom is centered-based and includes planned
cooperative play activities that address language and social-emotional development. Each
center has a specific, purposeful, instructional focus such as literacy, construction,
creativity, dramatization, sensory, science, math and/or problem-solving.

Specialized materials available for EC include, but are not limited to:

● Curriculum supplements: Handwriting without Tears, Letter Links, Read, Play
and Learn; and Numbers Plus;

● Visual supports, low-tech or no tech for communication ;
● Visual scripts, task and activity organizers, and adapted books to support

participation;
● Timers for turn-taking and transition ;
● Adapted toys and materials to meet cognitive and physical needs; and
● Specialized equipment, such as slant boards, wedges, chairs and standers enhance

participation.

Specialized instruction in EC focuses on the development of the following:

● Positive social-emotional development;
● Acquisition and use of language and knowledge; and
● Appropriate behaviors.

III. Standards and Assessment

Instruction in an Early Childhood classroom must be aligned to the New Mexico Early
Learning Guidelines (NMELG). A variety of observational assessment tools are used to



assess student progress such as the NMELG Essential Indicators Quick Look Reporting
Sheet, the New Mexico Portfolio Collection Form, the Child Outcome Summary Form,
and the Early Childhood Observation Tool (ECOT).

IV. Classroom Considerations

EC classrooms must be large enough to accommodate a minimum of five (5)
well-developed learning centers, a carpet area for whole group instruction and tables for
small group instruction. The EC classroom must include many visual supports such as a
daily schedule, learning center management system, area signs, labeled shelves, and
attendance and job charts. The EC classroom must have a restroom with a child-sized
toilet and large enough for a changing table. The room should be arranged so that the
teacher can scan every student in all areas of the room at once. Additional storage is
beneficial for specialized equipment.

V. Course Codes and Grading Considerations

Early Childhood programs use the following eight-digit course code numbers: 0033-2000
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